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It is well known that most organisms are composed of

smaller subunits, including not only cells and semi-inde-

pendent organelles but often also a whole suite of parasites,

commensal organisms, and other symbionts (Buss 1987;

Margulis 1970; Bouchard and Huneman 2013). The process

of association of these subunits has been recognized as

contributing to many of the major transitions that have

occurred in the course of evolution (Maynard Smith and

Szathmáry 1995; Michod 1999). As a result, the selective

forces that have led to the subunits foregoing their evolu-

tionary sovereignty are being better appreciated (van Baalen

and Jansen 2001), but little is known yet about the mecha-

nisms that maintain the dynamic coherence of the associa-

tions. In this respect there are many parallels with classical

ecological questions. In spite of the fact that the processes

that dynamically generate and maintain biodiversity in

ecosystems (competition, herbivory, predation, parasitism,

and so forth) are quite well known, we still have difficulty in

understanding and predicting the outcome.

This parallel is obvious if one considers the history of the

disciplines. Biologists and philosophers of biology have long

been concerned with the status of associations of entities that are

not stricto sensu organisms, but look like organisms at least as

much as they look like collectives: ant colonies, wasp colonies

(Seeley 1995; Hölldobler and Wilson 2008), termite mounds

(Turner 2000), Portuguese men-of-war, slime molds (Bonner

1959), etc. The insight that organisms can be composed of other

organisms is quite old, and dates back to the concept of

‘‘superorganism’’ already developed by the geologist Hutton in

the 18th century. Since then, the idea has resurfaced multiple

times, for instance, from the ecologist Clements (1916), fol-

lowing Forbes (1887) who suggested that lakes are micro-

cosms, and more recently in Lovelock’s Gaia hypothesis. Sober

and Wilson (1998) reinitiated a discussion on precisely what

superorganisms are (Bouchard 2010). This includes questions

such as whether they are really targets of selection just like

organisms (Gardner and Grafen 2009), and how they come into

being (Reeve and Hölldobler 2007). Some evolutionary biol-

ogists argue, however, that the very concept of superorganism is

unnecessary and can be replaced by a more general under-

standing of organism (Queller and Strassmann 2009).

Ecologists such as Clements were concerned by the fact

that ecosystems (or at least some of them) seem to behave

in a functionally unified and coherent way, with feedback

loops, division of labor, regulations, and other features

supposed to be characteristic of metazoan organisms. The

notion of a ‘‘superorganism’’ thus carries at least implicitly

a link with ecology. However, history proved to be on the

other side–with those who, with Gleason (1926) and

against Clements, argued that nothing special makes an

ecosystem cohesive, and that the assemblage of species in a

community does not reflect any kind of organicity. Eco-

logical theory as it further unfolded in the 1950s and ’60s

(e.g., Hutchinson, MacArthur and Wilson, etc.) was built

upon the notions of population, community, and ecosystem

without using the concept of superorganism.
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However, the current state of our knowledge regarding

ecosystems, and their stability, maintenance, and resilience

bears many similarities with what we know about organ-

isms and their adaptedness. Functional ecology has insisted

on the fact that functional types could be distinguished in

ecosystems (Simpson 1988; do Vale et al. 2010), so that

differences of functional types may yield some division of

labor as well as some differences in overall ecosystem

outcomes such as resilience or productivity (Loreau and

Hector 2001). Yet, even if we are capable of identifying

most of the mechanisms that are involved, we are much

less able to predict how ecosystems will respond when

conditions change. In a similar fashion, it is not always

obvious how the dynamic associations that are typical of

organisms maintain their coherence and integrity in the

face of many environmental challenges, as recent results in

immunology or cancer biology can testify. For instance, the

immune system is supposed to distinguish between self and

non-self–many illnesses result from a failure of such dis-

tinction—but which criteria it should use is not obvious

(Pradeu and Carosella 2006). A main reason for the failure

of the immune system is that ‘‘self’’ is not a static entity but

a dynamically changing set of epitopes (parts of molecules

such as cell surface proteins and degraded virus particles

that are recognized by the immune system). This dynamic

view of organisms is emerging also in studies that address

the evolutionary origins of cancer (Nagy 2004; Davila and

Zamorano 2013), which includes the peculiar case of

Tasmanian devil facial cancer transmitting itself from one

individual to the next (McCallum and Jones 2006).

In this context it becomes appealing to postulate that

both objects, organisms and ecosystems, would benefit

from a common approach–in other words, to consider that

to some extent ecosystems behave or function as some kind

of organisms; or inversely, that organisms can be under-

stood as kinds of ecosystems on a short timescale. This

ecosystem view has been proposed by philosophers who

stress that the genetic diversity within organisms (as

including many varieties of symbionts, a whole microbi-

ome, etc.) should compel us to see these individuals as

multispecies associations (Dupré and O’Malley 2009;

Bouchard and Huneman 2013). The insight that organisms

may resemble ecosystems may benefit ecological theory

too. In particular, our understanding of organismic cohe-

sion, division of labor, or overall functionality, as well as

the selective dynamics that occur at several levels (genes,

cells, tissues), may help us to explain the emergence and

stability of ecological communities along evolutionary

timescales. Any ecosystem in the traditional, ecological

sense (e.g., boreal forest, mangrove, wetland, etc.) is made

of many kinds of species and abiotic elements, in which

selection and physical dynamics take place at distinct

levels and scales (Levin 1992). The extreme holistic or

vitalist views such as those held by Clements, according to

which an ecosystem would be a sort of large living being (a

view that spans a long intellectual history, originating in

the old Stoic view of the cosmos as an animal, and leading

to versions of the Gaia hypothesis used in earth systems

sciences; Lovelock and Margulis 1974) have been largely

abandoned, but a weakened form of the ecosystem/organ-

ism analogy may still be fruitful in contemporary research,

at least as a heuristic tool.

Indeed, many instances of this program can currently be

found: some researchers investigate in a straightforwardly

ecological way the composition and dynamics of the mi-

crobiome, explicitly ‘‘applying ecological theory’’ to the

human microbiome (Costello et al. 2012), and more gen-

erally considering it as an ecosystem; others advocate an

evolutionary view of cell dynamics that makes sense of

cancer in a multilevel selection framework (Featherston

and Durand 2012), in the way our understanding of dis-

eases benefited from evolutionary approaches of host-par-

asite coevolution (evolution of virulence) (Alizon et al.

2009). Another research program uses ecological theory to

study stem cell dynamics, through the concepts of niche

and niche construction (Scadden 2006); and finally even

the genome and its architecture, cohesion, and regulation

within the cell can be addressed in the context of a

‘‘molecular ecology’’ (Raes and Bork 2008).

This thematic issue addresses questions and prospects

related to the set of research programs that are fruitfully

developing an analogy between ecosystems and organisms

in either direction. The articles explore various parallels

(and differences) between organismal coherence and eco-

logical processes. Researchers explore either the ecological

approach to understand organisms, or the individualizing

behavior of many ecosystems as well as the criteria used to

see them as individuals. Written from various standpoints

(philosophy of biology, community ecology, evolutionary

biology), the articles do not develop an overarching theory

or framework but investigate different aspects of the set of

research programs that could be loosely defined by the

abovementioned analogy. They explore, among other

things, the notions of ecological and biological individu-

ality, the concept of fitness as applicable in ecological

contexts, the connections between individuality and com-

plexity as well as between information and individuality or

adaptation. To this aim, they focus on case studies such as

the immunity of Botryllus schlosseri, current research on

the human gut microbiome, prospective gene therapy of a

form of leukemia, different forms of symbiosis, or the use

of complexity and entropy measures to capture differences

between ecosystems.

This will hopefully create an opportunity for exploring

the philosophical issues raised by this conceptual conver-

gence. The present issue does not aim to be exhaustive or
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even systematic, but rather intends to illustrate the many

parallels between the notions of organism and ecosystem.

It is now universally acknowledged that almost anything

in biology is made up out of smaller subunits at a series of

hierarchical levels. This holds for organisms (roughly,

individuals—organs—tissues—cells—organelles—DNA)

as well as for ecological entities (roughly, ecosystems—

habitats—communities—species—populations—subpopu-

lations—individuals) so it is tempting to explore the anal-

ogy between the two. In the two-part article, ‘‘Individuality

as a Theoretical Scheme,’’ Philippe Huneman explores the

consequences of an abstract definition that extracts an

individual from the complete set of interactions among a

full set of basic entities. In effect, he proposes that one can

argue that a set for which the within-set of interactions are

more important than the external interactions acquires a

degree of individuality. Since this still incorporates a level

of fuzziness, Huneman calls this the weak definition of

individuality, as opposed to a strong definition, which

requires strong cohesion and integration, needed to allow

individuals to become units of adaptation in their own right.

(A ‘‘unit of adaptation’’ is that which benefits from a given

adaptation; often the term ‘‘unit of selection’’ is used in this

respect, but this term can be confusing as it has acquired

many other meanings; van Baalen and Jansen 2001.)

However, even not fully integrated individuals (‘‘weak’’

individuals, in Huneman’s sense) can act as units of

adaptation. The consequences of this view are explored in

‘‘Ecosystem Evolution is about Variation and Persistence,

not Populations and Reproduction’’ by Frédéric Bou-

chard. Considering in some detail how termites form

associations with the fungi upon which they depend for the

digestion of the cellulose-rich materials they forage for,

Bouchard shows that two cases that evolutionary biologists

would consider as quintessentially different do nevertheless

function and evolve in very similar ways.

’’Methodology and Ontology in Microbiome Research’’

by John Huss provides another perspective on how indi-

viduals actually depend on a whole suite of symbiotic

organisms. Huss describes attempts to characterize the state

and dynamics of what has come to be termed the microb-

iome, i.e., the ensemble of genetic information of the host

and its suite of symbionts. As he discusses, there were

some exciting early reports that chimpanzees and humans

have one of three possible characteristic ensembles of

intestinal flora, but it appears that the actual situation is less

clear-cut. It is therefore essential that the study of micro-

biomes incorporate the fact that these are highly dynamic

and variable associations without precise characteristics.

Yet at the same time an ungulate would not be able to

survive and reproduce if these associations were com-

pletely random either.

In the two-part ‘‘Ecological Models for Gene Therapy,’’

Arnaud Pocheville, Maël Montévil, and Régis Férrière

try to go one step further towards an ecological view of

organisms, and study how insights into the associative

nature of individuals can be used to develop strategies for

medical intervention. They rely on the assumption that

mutant cell lineages may be governed not so much by a

density-dependent growth rate, but rather by a form of

density-dependent inertial dynamics (conditions may

determine whether growth accelerates or decelerates rather

than dictate their absolute values). Given such an

assumption, the success of various grafting strategies (as

practiced in genetic therapy) can be predicted.

In ‘‘Allorecognition, Germline Chimerism, and Stem

Cell Parasitism in the Colonial Ascidian, Botryllus sch-

losseri,’’ the relationship between individuality and the fate

of grafts is also addressed by Tony De Tomaso, who

studies the role of allorecognition in a colonial organism. It

is often thought that allorecognition is closely linked to the

functioning of an immune system, but De Tomaso shows

that a Botryllus species—an aquatic ascidian—has an

MHC-like recognition system even though it has no

immune system. This is no surprise, however, once it is

recognized that there are large evolutionary advantages for

a sessile colonial organism that can detect whether other

units it comes into contact with are part of the same or of

another, competing colony.

In ‘‘Adaptation, Conflicting Information, and Stress,’’

Minus van Baalen explores some of the consequences of

the fact that members of compound individuals need to

communicate (exchange information) in order to coordi-

nate their activities. This is fine for a monolithic individual,

but it is more than likely that members of a compound

individual do not have fully overlapping evolutionary

interests, which reduces the benefits of adhering to a single

communication standard. Members of an association then

have to assess the various cues they perceive, which may

lead to a form of information-induced stress as different

cues may be in conflict.

In ‘‘Ecosystem Complexity through the Lens of Logical

Depth: Capturing Ecosystem Individuality,’’ a very dif-

ferent approach is adopted by Cédric Gaucherel, who tries

to assess the complexity of ecosystems by applying notions

adopted from information and complexity theories. For

instance, logical depth is a complexity measure that takes

into account the time of the shortest computer program that

mimics the real system. Using a range of Gaia-style Da-

isyworlds that differ in complexity, Gaucherel finds that

simulations of the more complex ones indeed need more

time to converge. This approach provides a starting point

for developing more formal measures of degrees of

individuality.
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In the last article, ‘‘Group Selection and Group Adap-

tation During a Major Evolutionary Transition: Insights

from the Evolution of Multicellularity in the Volvocine

Algae,’’ Deborah Shelton and Rick Michod address the

fundamental issue that observing groups adapting to some

environmental condition does not necessarily imply the

action of group selection—it may just be a side effect of

the individual members adapting to these conditions. In

particular, if we want to assess whether ecosystems acquire

a form of individuality it is important to distinguish true

group selection from such ‘‘counterfactual’’ group

adaptation.
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